
Darhansoff & Verrill
Project List: Winter 2019

UPCOMING TITLES

Barry, Lynda / BIRDIS
Drawn & Quarterly, ed. Peggy Burns; 2020
AGENT: LD.   ALL RIGHTS = DRAWN & QUARTERLY

Birdis is a novel with graphics that takes place in a fictitional Pacific Northwest city around 
1976. The story opens with the reclusive shipping heir Mr. Birdis committing suicide and is 
told retrospectively by Peng Magat, a young woman in her early twenties, who grew up 
under the care of a black market maven, and has on her own list of credentials: speed user, 
drug runner, and most recently, Mr. Birdis’ memoirs.  

Barry, Lynda / MAKING COMICS 
Drawn & Quarterly, ed. Peggy Burns; November 2019
AGENT: LD.   ALL RIGHTS = DRAWN & QUARTERLY

Hello students, meet Professor Skeletor. No time for introductions, we start drawing right 
away. The goal is more rock, less talk, and we communicate only through images! For more 
than five years the cartoonist Lynda Barry has been an associate professor in the University 
of Wisconsin–Madison art department and at the Wisconsin Institute for Discovery, 
teaching students from all majors, both graduate and undergraduate, how to make comics, 
how to be creative, how to not think. There is no academic lecture in this classroom. 
Doodling is enthusiastically encouraged. Making Comics is the follow-up to Barry’s 
bestselling Syllabus and this time she shares all of her comics-making exercises. At the core 
of Making Comics is her certainty that creativity is vital to processing the world around us. 
Lynda Barry just received a Macarthur Foundation genius award. 

Baxter, Charles / THE SUN COLLECTIVE
Pantheon, ed. Dan Frank; 2020
AGENT: LD.   US, CANADA=PANTHEON; TRANSLATION, 1ST SERIAL=DVA

From the author of 5 previous novels including the National Book Award finalist, THE 
FEAST OF LOVE, and six short story collections, a new novel-- What kind of political 
action is possible when all the ideologies seem to have fallen away? How should a person 
live in these times? The Sun Collective is about two couples whose lives intersect when the 
younger couple join the anarchist, anti-consumerist, radicalized group of the book's title, 
and the action moves toward idealism, blindness, and violence. 
 
Branch, Taylor / FREEDOM’S GATE: Race and Remembrance in American 
Politics by the Pulitzer Prize winning historian of the trilogy America in the King 
Years. Simon & Schuster, ed. Alice Mayhew; Spring 2021
AGENT: LD. WORLD RIGHTS; AUDIO = SIMON & SCHUSTER; FIRST SERIAL=DVA
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DeParle, Jason / A GOOD PROVIDER IS ONE WHO LEAVES
Viking, ed. Wendy Wolf; August 2019
AGENT: CV. US, CANADA = VIKING; UK AND TRANSLATION=DVA

“A remarkably intimate look at migration’s impact both on a single family and on the global
community.” (Booklist, starred)… “DeParle’s understanding of migration is refreshingly 
clear-eyed and nuanced” (New York Times Book Review).  This is a master work of immersive 
journalism, reported over thirty years as Portagana family members dispersed abroad to 
exchange their labor for money to improve family life in Manila.  DeParle’s narrative 
combines the personal and panoramic, presenting both a family saga and a global 
phenomenon, a central story of the twenty-first century.  

Ehrlich, Gretel / UNSOLACED
Pantheon, ed. Dan Frank; Pub date TK
AGENT: LD. WORLD ENGLISH=PANTHEON; TRANSLATION, 1ST SERIAL=DVA

A memoir which accounts the author’s connection to a Wyoming landscape over 40 years. 
Ehrlich’s essay collection Solace of Open Spaces has been a perennial seller since it original 
publication nearly 30 years ago. 

Gaines, James / UNTITLED NONFICTION ON THE FIFTIES
Simon & Schuster, ed. Priscilla Painton; Spring 2021
AGENT: LD.  WORLD RIGHTS, AUDIO = SIMON & SCHUSTER.   FIRST SERIAL = DVA

With the perspective of a half century, Gaines revisits the prevailing notion of the decade 
when idealism slept and America ceded its soul to consumerism, lulled by the presidency of 
the man who had beat the Nazis and now played golf. And he finds instead a decade of 
hard-fought cultural revolution, launching all the liberation movements for which the Sixties
have been given credit. 

Galland, Nicole / MASTER OF REVELS: A D.O.D.O. Sequel 
Morrow, ed. Jennifer Brehl; Fall 2020
AGENT: LD.  WORLD ENGLISH, AUDIO = MORROW;   FIRST SERIAL, TRANSLATION = DVA

It is a superstition in the theatre that Macbeth is a cursed play. Because Shakespeare used 
the spells of actual witches, the rumor goes, witches took revenge by putting a hex on any 
production brought to the stage. In this sequel to the New York Times bestseller The Rise 
and Fall of D.O.D.O. our time-traveling operatives set their sights on the truth, 1606 London,
and a contemporary witch they know quite well: Grainne. With the help of Edmund Tilney, 
the king's Master of Revels, Grainne has retrofitted Macbeth with real spells, ensuring that 
witches of the future would have access to magic that otherwise would have been lost as 
magic died over the years. The Master of Revels, who functions as censor and producer of 
all the stages in London, is no ordinary antagonist, nor is Macbeth the only work at risk. 
Mel, Tristan, and girl-passing-as-boy Robin, must work to save the entire First Folio, the 
Bard and his brother, and Leonardo da Vinci's entire existence.  

Hempel, Amy / SING TO IT: A NOVELLA AND STORIES 
Scribner, ed. Nan Graham, Spring 2019
AGENT: LD.  WORLD ENGLISH, AUDIO = SCRIBNER;   FIRST SERIAL, TRANSLATION = DVA

From one of the masters of short fiction, a collection of stories that followed the acclaimed publication of 
The Collected Stories, a volume that prompted Publishers Weekly to claim that seeing Hempel’s “genius…
laid out kaleidoscopically…is an awesome thing indeed, and a pleasure lovers of the short story will not 

want to deny themselves.” Of this new volume, PW says “Short story virtuoso Hempel's first 
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collection since 2006 consists of 15 characteristically bold, disconcerting, 
knockout stories”. This collection includes an unseen novella and stories published by: The 
American Scholar, Harper's, The Harvard Advocate, Harvard Review, Oprah: The O Magazine, 
Ploughshares, Subtropics, Tin House, and Washington Square Review. 

Hongo, Garrett / PASSION FLOWER: An Odyssey into Sound
Pantheon, ed. Edward Kastenmeier; 2021
AGENT: LD. UC=PANTHEON; UK, TRANSLATION, FIRST SERIAL, AUDIO = DVA

A new world of sound opened up to Hongo when he happened upon an old vacuum tube.  
Outmoded in most stereo technology today, the vacuum tube remains of sonic value to 
hobbyists, audiophiles, and niche markets, as it works to finely texture the amplification of 
sound, making it sharper, warmer, richer, clearer.  The book, part history of audio 
evolution, part chronicle of sound experimentation, is ultimately a personal story: as a child, 
Hongo spent hours helping his father build stereo systems; as an adult, he carries on this 
legacy, the love of sound.

Hirsch, Edward / ONE HUNDRED POEMS TO BREAK YOUR HEART 
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, ed. Deanne Urmy, 2021
AGENT: LD.  WORLD RIGHTS = HMH

The acclaimed poet and author of “How to Read a Poem and Fall in Love with Poetry” has 
brought his own griefs, his own sympathies, to bear in reading and writing poetry.  Over the
course of his life, he has been vastly enriched by heartbreaking poems from many different 
eras and languages.  In this book, he brings together some of the poems that have meant 
the most to him.  

Jiles, Paulette / SIMON THE FIDDLER
William Morrow, ed. Jennifer Brehl; April 14, 2020
AGENT: LD.  WORLD ENGLISH RIGHTS, AUDIO = MORROW; TRANSLATION = DVA

Set in the wake of the Civil War, telling the story
of an itinerant Confederate fiddle player who meets and falls in love with an Irish girl who 
has been indentured as a governess to a Union officer’s daughter.
Jiles is the author of five novels including the beloved bestseller, News of the World.

King, Stephen/ THE INSTITUTE
Scribner, ed. Nan Graham; September 2019
AGENT: CV.  US, CAN, AUDIO= SCRIBNER; TRANSLATION =  LOTTS AGENCY

A thrilling tale—intriguing and heartbreaking—of childhood betrayed and hope regained.  
“Consummately honed and enthralling” (New York Times Book Review)

King, Stephen/ IF IT BLEEDS
Scribner, ed. Nan Graham; September 2019
AGENT: CV.  US, CAN, AUDIO= SCRIBNER; TRANSLATION =  LOTTS AGENCY

King’s fourth collection of novellas, or not-so-short stories, one of his favorite forms (“The
Body,” the basis for the movie Stand by Me, and “Rita Hayworth and Shawshank 
Redemption,” adapted for The Shawshank Redemption, for example).  The title story of 
this new book has as its protagonist Holly Gibney, last featured in King’s The Outsider.  
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Langewiesche, William / UNTITLED ON BORDERS, NATION-STATES, 
POWER, AND ANARCHY 
Farrar Straus Giroux, ed. Jonathan Galassi; Fall 2020
AGENT: CV.  WORLD RIGHTS, AUDIO = FSG.   FIRST SERIAL = DVA

Langewiesche's award-winning reporting has always given us ground-level views of a world 
that, while it might be "flat," is also feral.  His next book is a frightening and illuminating 
excursion to places both remote and close to home, where conflict lies beyond the grasp of 
the state, where anarchy gives way to very different structures of power.  As the efficacy of 
nation-states erodes, Langewiesche may be showing us what the future looks like.

Okrent, Daniel / THE GUARDED GATE: Bigotry, Eugenics, and the Law that 
Kept Two Generations of Jews, Italians and Other European Immigrants Out of 
America
Scribner, ed. Colin Harrison; Winter/Spring 2019 
AGENT: LD. UC ENG & SPAN, AUDIO= SCRIBNER: WORLD & AUDIO; FIRST SERIAL=DVA

The next book from Daniel Okrent, author of the best-selling Last Call: The Rise and Fall 
of Prohibition. A narrative about the collaboration between a group of prominent New 
Englanders and the academic advocates of eugenic "science" in the first quarter of the 20th 
century. It was a collaboration that effectively ended the immigration of southern and 
eastern Europeans to the U.S. for four decades -- and prefigured, and in some ways 
contributed to, the horrors of Nazi Germany.

Souder, William / MAD AT THE WORLD: John Steinbeck and the American 
Century
Norton; ed. John Glusman; Fall 2020
AGENT: CV.   WORLD, AUDIO, FIRST SERIAL = NORTON

A fresh look at the life of one of America’s most popular and admired writers, in the 
context of his times.  Souder is the author of two previous and acclaimed biographies: 
2004’s Under a Wild Sky (James Audubon), a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize, and 2012’s On a 
Farther Shore (Rachel Carson).  

Stephenson, Neal / FALL, OR DODGE IN HELL
Morrow, ed. Jennifer Brehl, June 2019 
AGENT: LD. WORLD ENGLISH = MORROW; AUDIO= BRILLIANCE; TRANSLATION= DVA 
A high-tech retelling of PARADISE LOST by the NYT best-selling author featuring some 
characters from REAMDE. When gaming billionaire Richard ‘Dodge’ Forthrast is 
pronounced brain dead following a routine medical procedure, his family and close friends 
are left stunned, devastated, and forced to make difficult decisions.
 Entrepreneur Elmo Shepherd, whose business practices give Dodge’s family 
understandable cause for concern. But when Dodge wrote his will he didn’t anticipate that 
one day he’d be declared brain dead. He also didn’t anticipate his brain being turned on 
again. Years later, an astounding achievement in technology will allow the human race to 
defy death itself, giving birth to the Bitworld, an eternal afterlife. But this imagined state of 
perfection is not all that it appears to be…A grand drama of man and machine, Fall, or 
Dodge in Hell is a mind-blowing literary saga for the modern age. 

“Best-selling Stephenson is cutting-edge and his followers and all readers intrigued by 
shrewd speculative fiction will queue up.”—Starred Booklist
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“those ready for an endlessly inventive and absorbing story are in for an adventure they 
won't soon forget. An audacious epic with more than enough heart to fill its many, many 
pages.”—Starred Kirkus
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RECENTLY PUBLISHED TITLES

Cooper, Elisha / BIG CAT, LITTLE CAT 
Roaring Brook Press, ed. Emily Feinberg; March 2017
AGENT: LD  WORLD RIGHTS = ROARING BOOK PRESS  
Another delightful picture book from the beloved author and illustrator. Five starred 
reviews. Caldecott Honor Book. 

Covell, David / RUN WILD 
Viking/Penguin Young Readers, ed. Tracy Gates; June 5, 2018 
AGENT: MM  WORLD RIGHTS; AUDIO=VIKING 
Forget your shoes. Follow your toes. Never be tame. Run Wild! This is David Covell's third 
picture book—one that he hopes will inspire everyone to get outside and explore. Just be 
home by dinnertime! “Covell’s illustrations are exuberant, projecting to readers the raw joy 
and wonder of exploring the natural world. Thick strokes of what looks like watercolor 
bleed past bold crayon outlines, creating a delightfully messy sense of movement. This pace 
matches the staccato rhythm of the fast-flowing rhyming text. The skin tones of the 
children shift through various shades of beige and brown. Though Covell’s intention for the
racial ambiguity is unclear, this inclusion of brown-skinned children encouraged to run 
“wild” in green spaces is a hugely welcome one, given their historic exclusion from same.”  
–Kirkus, Starred Review (Ages 3-7)

Crutcher, Chris / LOSER’S BRACKET 
Greenwillow, ed. Virginia Duncan; April 2018
AGENT: LD  WORLD RIGHTS = GREENWILLOW;  FILM = DVA  
Twelfth work of fiction by the beloved YA writer. When a family argument turns into an 
urgent hunt for a missing child, high school senior Annie must do everything in her power 
to bring her nephew home safely. From the acclaimed and bestselling author of Staying Fat 
for Sarah Byrnes, this provocative book about family, loss, and loyalty is for fans of Jason 
Reynolds, John Corey Whaley, and Matt de la Peña.

Galland, Nicole / ON THE SAME PAGE
Morrow, ed. Jennifer Brehl; Jan 2019
AGENT: LD.  WORLD ENGLISH, AUDIO = MORROW;   FIRST SERIAL, TRANSLATION = DVA

Hepburn and Tracey meet Romeo and Juliet on Martha’s Vineyard.

Houston, Pam / DEEP CREEK: Finding Hope in the High Country
Norton, Mason, ed. Alane Mason; Jan 2019
AGENT: LD.  WORLD RIGHTS, AUDIO = NORTON; FIRST SERIAL= DVA

A memoir about the Creede, Colorado cabin Houston calls home for only a few months a 
year; about the ranch she toils to maintain; about the town she doesn’t quite belong in, 
about place in general; about the way her body just relaxes when she drives up the river 
after too long away; about the animals who also call the place home, about the strange and 
wonderful characters in town; about the ranch when it was first built by homesteaders; 
about twenty years of life in a place so high and cold and wild; about what she’s learned and
what she’s made of the ranch, and much more than that: what the ranch has made of her. 4
Early starred reviews,--PW, Kirkus, LJ, Booklist   
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Jiles, Paulette / NEWS OF THE WORLD
Morrow, ed. Jennifer Brehl; ppbk. June 2017
AGENT: LD.  WE, AUDIO=MORROW; ALL OTHER RIGHTS=DVA . Selected as The Lead Read
for Fall from all books published by Harper Collins and all its imprints.
* NATIONAL BOOK AWARD FINALIST
The Civil War has ended, the Fifteenth Amendment has just been signed. Captain Kidd (not
that one) is seventy, former militia, a specialist in communication and code, currently a man 
of the press, gathering the international and faraway papers and reading them at local halls, 
traveling, spreading news on foot. As a favor to an old friend, he agrees to transport a 12-
year old girl, held captive by the Kiowa tribe for 4 years, back to her people in San Antonio.
Kidd names her Johanna, though he understands she will never truly return to her biological
white ways. Johanna learns some English and shows her resourcefulness on the road, 
trusting not the world around her but the captain at her side. Across Texas, they traverse 
rough road, encounter dangerous foes, and survive as equals, as fighters, as friends. This is 
classic Paulette Jiles: a historical frontier story with undeniable grit and immeasurable heart.
Film rights to 20th Century Fox for Tom Hanks. 

Proulx, Annie/ BARKSKINS
Scribner, ed. Nan Graham; June 2016
AGENT: LD. NC & AUDIO=SCRIBNER; UK, TRANSLATION, FIRST SERIAL = DVA

Proulx's first novel in over a decade, Barkskins takes us to the colonial territory of New 
France in the late 17th and early 18th centuries as it grew in population and developed in 
industry and trade. At the center is Duquet, an indentured servant determined to free 
himself and endeavor towards fortune. It is his understanding of the land itself, and the 
plentiful resources it holds, that aids his escape, his survival, and his shrewd dealings 
thereafter. As always, Proulx offers an inimitable look at the complex dynamic between the 
natural world and the human drive towards change, and does so with her characteristic 
winning prose. Two excerpts from BARKSKINS have been published in The New Yorker.
Scott Rudin has optioned the novel for film. “A monumental achievement, one that will 
perhaps be remembered as her finest work. It’s exhilarating to read Proulx…the kind of 
immersive reading experience that only comes along every few years” – Publishers Weekly 
(starred review)

Stephenson, Neal and Galland, Nicole / DODO
Morrow, ed. Jennifer Brehl, Fall 2017 
AGENT: LD. WORLD ENGLISH, AUDIO = MORROW; TRANSLATION, FILM = DVA 
A young man from a shadowy government agency hires a young female linguist to 
translate a trove of mysterious old documents that prove magic actually existed and worked 
for much of human history. Magic’s effectiveness began to wane around the time of the 
scientific revolution and the Enlightenment; from there, technological developments—
photography, radio, television—furthered the jamming of frequencies used by magic. With 
help from an eccentric retired physics professor and a 190-year-old Hungarian witch, the 
duo constructs a mechanism to unjam the frequencies and unlock magic—including the 
ability to send people back in time. Together, they found DODO, the Department of 
Diachronic Operations, a top-secret organization whose raison d'etre is to send agents back 
in time to meddle with history in favor of the USA’s geopolitical interests. But when a witch
from the Renaissance uses DODO resources to come forward in time, with plans to 
eradicate the entire scientific revolution, the DODO team is forced to contend with the 
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consequences of its power, fight off the imminent destruction of science, and preserve the 
progress of civilization. 
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